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TOP 2017 ENTERPRISE SAN
STORAGE SOLUTIONS

You Will Discover The Following:

 • Company background information

 • Specific storage solution pros

 • Specific storage solution cons

 • Whom the solution is best-suited for 
(i.e. industry, company goal)

 • Top benefits of each vendor’s storage solution

There are several storage solution vendors in today’s market, and researching all 

of them can take more time than most managers and their teams have, especially 

when running up against a deadline. To make it easier for you, our experts at CTC 

Technologies, Inc. combed through the industry to find the top six SAN storage 

solution vendors of 2017.

What we have compiled here is a one-stop comparison whitepaper, offering  

an outline of each solution formatted for easy consumption. You will find   

what we believe are the key aspects leading to each vendor’s success with its  

storage solution.

INTRODUCTION:
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TOP 2017 ENTERPRISE SAN
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Company Background:
Since 2008, co-founders Varun Mehta and Umesh Maheshwari have been working to 
share Nimble’s core belief that “flash, cloud and big data analytics would disrupt the 
storage market.”

Sights set on providing customers with the proper tools to experience exceptional 
application performance, they introduced the SmartStack Integrated Infrastructure 
Solution with partner Cisco.

This versatile and predictive platform allows IT teams to free up important time and drive 
down OPEX without sacrificing performance.

PROS: CONS:

 • Scale Out and Scale Up.

 - Allows you to adjust capacity simply and 
affordably without system disruption

 • Allows you to slash management 
responsibilities, reduce admin costs, 
pinpoint latency and maximize 
uptime with predictive analytics

 • Simple to order, assemble, 
configure and manage

 • Fantastic support, community and reliability

 • Relies on CPU rather than disk to 
drive performance, which means 
a lower footprint for you

 • Shortens deployment times

 • Smaller company

 • Innovation takes time, but is consistent  
and steady.

 • Newer to the All-Flash game than other 
key players

NIMBLE:
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TOP 2017 ENTERPRISE SAN
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Our Overall Thoughts:

Nimble breaking into the All-Flash game with their partnership to Cisco guarantees a 
reliable path forward and more innovation to come. While All-Flash is expensive, Nimble 
offers a fair price for a solution that, thanks to its predictive analytics platform, is sure to 
save you money over time.

In our opinion, being a new player does not keep Nimble from the top spot. It earns 
our support as number one because of its unique scalability, simplicity and InfoSight 
Predictive Analytics - a real gem on the storage solution frontier.

BEST-SUITED FOR: TOP FEATURE:

Companies interested in a dynamic hybrid 

flash solution that offers out-of-house 

management in the form of predictive 

analytics, easing workload while keeping 

system robust and running 24/7.

InfoSight Predictive Analytics will collect 

and analyze data points from your arrays 

every four hours, catching 9 out of 10 

issues before you ever even realize they 

have occurred.

 - Increases uptime to ^99.9999%

 - Level 3 engineer always just a phone 
call away

 - Preventative measures for future 
already in place

NIMBLE:
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TOP 2017 ENTERPRISE SAN
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Company Background:
3PAR was founded in 1999 as an independent company. After three years of public 
operation, HP bought it for $2.35B in 2010, winning over Dell after an aggressive bid 
between the two companies. 

Five years later in November, 2015, Hewlett-Packard split in two forming HP Inc. and 
Hewlett Packard Enterprise. The latter, working as an enterprise information technology 
company, kept control of 3PAR and offers its high-end storage solution, StoreServ.

PROS: CONS:

 • High availability because of redundant 
mesh architecture that allows several 
controllers to one storage system

 • Synchronous replication with 
HP cluster extension

 • Scale from midsize to largest enterprise.

 • Meets requirements of 
 consolidated cloud partners

 • Tier-1 storage infrastructure

 • Flash-optimized data protection

 • Changes in business environment due to 
buyouts, mergers, division sales, etc.

 • Shipment of gear can take a while - a 
definite negative if up against a deadline.

 • Support is lacking. 

 - IT often has to use account 
credits ($) in order to get an 
Account Support Manager.

 - Performance monitoring requires 
another piece of software.

 • Antiquated hardware design leads to high 
overall pricing.

 - Product relies on custom silicon.

 • No compression and inefficient use   
of flash

HEWLETT PACKARD ENTERPRISE 3PAR
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TOP 2017 ENTERPRISE SAN
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Our Overall Thoughts:
HPE 3PAR’s StoreServ solution works well within its cluster and is highly available, 
although this availability does not necessarily mean lower costs. Though total hardware 
cost may be lower than some solutions, once configured, extra fees may be required in 
order to receive the same amount of support that other vendors provide at no   
extra cost.
 
The high-end solution works extremely well with cloud and enterprise applications and is 
proficient in meeting cloud provider requirements.

BEST-SUITED FOR: TOP FEATURE:

Large enterprise companies that need 

to meet the constant requirements of 

their highly-consolidated cloud service 

providers and may not be as concerned 

with immediate support and shipments.

Primary, modern 1-Tier architecture 

allows you to break down archaic silos 

and increase your system’s performance 

and uptime while meeting cloud provider 

requirements efficiently.

HEWLETT PACKARD ENTERPRISE 3PAR
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TOP 2017 ENTERPRISE SAN
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Company Background:
One of the older companies, EMC was founded by Richard J. Egan and Roger Marino 
in Newton, Mass. in 1979. In the decades since, much of its growth has taken place 
through the acquisition of other companies. This means that EMC has a lot of partners 
in the IT marketplace, and many of its solutions reflect this.

The most recent merger with Dell occurred as recently as 2016. Through moves like 
this, EMC feeds its growth and remains a top contender in IT solutions, specializing in 
areas like big data, cloud, software-defined, virtualization and more. Here, we focus on 
the VNX2 solution.

PROS: CONS:

 • Unified, multiprotocol storage platform

 • Scalable: 
 - VNXe - small environments
 - VNX - midsize and large enterprises
 - VNX-F - All-Flash array.

 • WAN-efficient replication

 • Because of blending options, there 
is flexibility in configuration.

 • Software-defined storage option

 • Integration with ViPR
 - Federated multi-cloud frameworks 
will find this useful.

 • Because legacy architectures still require 
disk to drive performance, especially for 
write-intensive applications, you’ll wind up 
with a larger footprint than with   
other solutions.

 • Not all-inclusive: Complex and expensive 
software approach makes for higher price/
performance.

 • No simple solution provisioning.

 • Flash needs to be RAID protected, which 
leads to higher overhead.

 • Separate tools, software and management 
for SAN and NAS.

DELL EMC
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TOP 2017 ENTERPRISE SAN
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Our Overall Thoughts:
Because of EMC’s industry experience and recent acquisitions, it’s more of a household 
name than perhaps any other on this list. However, that comes with a higher price tag 
on many of its solution aspects when compared to the others.
 
Though the deduplication and compression capabilities, as well as efficient function 
with federated multi-cloud networks, are a top feature of this solution, it gets knocked 
down to third because of its lacking central provisioning system, separated software 
and legacy architecture.

BEST-SUITED FOR: TOP FEATURE:

Companies with multi-cloud framework 

that hold the ability to creatively 

configure solution as a higher priority 

over budgetary, future performance 

and management concerns. 

File and block storage deduplication and 

compression capabilities are delivered 

standard with the VNX operating system.

DELL EMC
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TOP 2017 ENTERPRISE SAN
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Company Background:
Shipping its first storage system in 1993, NetApp has spent the last two decades 
growing from the ground up - its roots planted in the culture of being a model company 
that builds loyal relationships with customers.
 
Because of the attention to detail, this company lands itself on numerous lists as one 
of the best companies to work for, which is good because a happy workforce makes for 
happy customer relations. Acquiring Boulder-based flash storage company SolidFire in 
2015, NetApp introduced its “next-generation data center.”

PROS: CONS:

 • Scalable platform allows you to expand 
clusters just by adding nodes so you don’t 
have to update controllers.

 • SolidFire offers data reduction in the form of 
block-level de-dupe, compression and thin 
provisioning.

 • Great protocol support and shared storage 
system allow for better error-recognition 
and performance.

 • Quick deployment allows for instant 
performance and capacity increase.

 • Hybrid solutions don’t involve storage tiering.

 • In recent years, NetApp has experienced 
more executive, sales rep departures and 
receiving delays for customers.

 • Some series are built on archaic 
architectures and still rely on disk drives, 
meaning a larger footprint and nonoptimal 
performance for IT.

 • Migration between series’ HW and SW not 
always simple - can be a painful change 
for IT teams.

 • Capacity-based pricing and extra costs  
for SW.

 • Some series don’t offer optimal data 
management capabilities.

NETAPP
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TOP 2017 ENTERPRISE SAN
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Our Overall Thoughts:
NetApp has an impressive portfolio when it comes to global connections and its 
customer base. Years of innovation have put this company in the role of a top 
contender in the storage solution game. Although its All-Flash arrays are extremely 
flexible, it doesn’t get the first place spot due to extra costs, which drive down price/
performance, and difficult data migration between series.

BEST-SUITED FOR: TOP FEATURE:

Companies that need a fully-flexible, 

unlimited All-Flash storage solution.

NetApp’s All-Flash solution is extremely 

flexible with turn-key storage, capacity-

based licensing and customized hardware.

NETAPP
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TOP 2017 ENTERPRISE SAN
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Company Background:
Nutanix CEO, Dheeraj Pandey, sums up what Nutanix is aiming to do in the storage 
game when he says that “holistic computing is the future.” 

With a list of big-name clients, including Hallmark and Hyundai, Nutanix is moving 
companies in several industries forward with their invisible data center infrastructure.

PROS: CONS:

 • Data reduction in the form of inline dedupe, 
post-process dedup, thin provisioning and 
cloning - all included in solution package.

 • Replication, with some licensing 
required, protects your data.

 • Hyper-converged, software-defined 
solution results in calculable performance, 
cloud-like consumption, efficient security 
and simple mobility for enterprise apps.

 • Integration with VMware: VM 
instantaneous cloning

 • Pay-as-you-grow feature

 • Complex sizing means compute and 
storage are tightly linked so difficulty 
arises if your IT only needs one or the 
other.

 - Nutanix’s newer offers that combat 
this problem still aren’t truly 
independent in scaling, making 
it quite difficult to see optimal 
performance across nodes with 
different compute/storage ratios.

 • Scaling up and out is expensive.

 • Poor capacity utilization means poor 
price/performance, $/IOPS.

 • Local data means that node failure can 
severely impact performance.

 • Not as flexible as other solutions listed in 
this paper.

 • Solution offers no unified management.

NUTANIX
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TOP 2017 ENTERPRISE SAN
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Our Overall Thoughts:
This company’s portfolio shows that their solution is suitable for large corporations with 
a focus in enterprise applications, but its pay-as-you-grow economic model is beneficial 
for smaller companies, as well, which is fantastic. 

However, companies should be careful of unexpected scaling costs as the flexibility 
seen in the payment model does not translate to other areas of this solution.
 
Nutanix is a good option for companies that have a higher budget (or expect to), but 
the solution’s data locality issues, lack of unified management and complex, costly 
scaling options hinder its spot on our list.

BEST-SUITED FOR: TOP FEATURE:

Small or large corporations that need both 

compute and storage, expect future growth, 

like the pay-as-you-grow economic model 

and don’t mind less flexibility.

Software-designed solution offers 

many seamless features involving data 

reduction, performance, security and 

mobility for enterprise applications.

NUTANIX
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TOP 2017 ENTERPRISE SAN
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Company Background:
This All-Flash storage upstart was founded in October 2009 by John Colgrove and John 
Hayes. Since then, the company’s aggressive market strategy has catapulted them 
forward in this industry as they have reported fast YoY growth.

PROS: CONS:

 • This solution offers high IO throughput, 
which means great performance. 

 • IT doesn’t have to worry about a large data 
footprint because solution offers optimization 
through dedupe and compression.

 • Fiber Channel Protocol support

 • Because SMART arrays operate with each 
controller at 50% utilization of resources, 
there is no loss of performance when doing 
upgrades or maintenance.

 • High availability with active/active  
controller configuration.

 • $/GB is HIGH at about $15.

 • Part of the overall flash capacity is taken 
up by RAID and snapshots.

 • Solution is lacking healthy data  
protection features that are in place   
in other vendor solutions.

 • No scheduler included in snapshot offer.

 • Scaling up and out is limited to 2 nodes 
and 2 expansion shelves.

 • Effective with only a few   
enterprise applications.

 • Management/support is lacking and 
solution offers clunky interface.

PURE STORAGE
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TOP 2017 ENTERPRISE SAN
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Our Overall Thoughts:
The marketing strategy, quick growth and innovation of this company shoot them 
straight to a spot on this list. While the solution has many pros, the best of which (in 
our opinion) is the throughput performance, it is definitely more costly than other 
comparable options. 
 
This is not an issue for many corporations with higher budgets, but we believe top 
considerations for everyone should be the lack of scalability, data protection and 
support of this solution.

BEST-SUITED FOR: TOP FEATURE:

This option is suitable for companies 

that have a higher budget, don’t need 

unlimited scalability, and don’t mind the 

lacking support, data protection and 

enterprise application compatibility.

We would have to say that the IO 

throughput and performance put this 

solution in a top spot in this industry.

PURE STORAGE
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You Will Discover The Following:

Because of changing technology demands and the increasing shift to VDIs, 

companies are looking for more and better storage without sacrificing on cost, 

performance and management. 

Though each of the vendors listed here are different in many ways, we chose to 

detail them because we believe that they offer the best solutions and are making 

the most noise in the industry today.

When shopping around the storage world, IT managers and professionals are 

going to see each vendor’s pros and cons differently depending on their future 

goals and current configuration. There is no one-size-fits-all solution. 

Despite their differences, all of the vendors in this whitepaper offer solutions that 

focus on storage demand as well as performance, security, cost and management 

in one way or another.

Before deciding which solution is right for your company,  read the following quick 

comparison of those we have detailed in this whitepaper.

CONCLUSION:
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VENDOR NAME:

Nimble SmartStack

HPE 3PAR StoreServ

Dell EMC Vblock

TOP FEATURE:

InfoSight Predictive Analytics: 
• Increases uptime 

to ^99.9999%
• Level 3 engineer always 

just a phone call away
• Preventative measures 

for future already in place

Primary, modern 1-Tier 
architecture allows you to 
break down archaic silos 
and increase your system’s 
performance and uptime 
while meeting cloud provider 
requirements efficiently.

File and block storage 
deduplication and 
compression capabilities 
are delivered standard with 
the VNX operating system.

BEST-SUITED FOR:

Companies interested in 
a dynamic hybrid flash 
solution that offers out-
of-house management 
in the form of predictive 
analytics, easing workload 
while keeping system 
robust and running 24/7.

Large enterprise companies 
that need to meet the 
constant requirements of 
their highly-consolidated 
cloud service providers.

Companies with multi-
cloud framework that hold 
the ability to creatively 
configure solution as a higher 
priority over budgetary, 
future performance and 
management concerns.

CONCLUSION:
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VENDOR NAME:

NetApp SolidFire

Nutanix VDI Solution

Pure Storage OpenStack

TOP FEATURE:

NetApp’s All-Flash solution 
is extremely flexible with 
turn-key storage, capacity-
based licensing and 
customized hardware.

Software-designed solution 
offers many seamless 
features involving data 
reduction, performance, 
security and mobility for 
enterprise applications.

We would have to say that 
the IO throughput and 
performance put this solution 
in a top spot in this industry.

BEST-SUITED FOR:

Companies that need a 
fully-flexible, unlimited All-
Flash storage solution.

Small or large corporations 
that need both compute 
and storage, expect future 
growth, like the pay-as-you-
grow economic model and 
don’t mind less flexibility.

This option is suitable for 
companies that have a higher 
budget, don’t need unlimited 
scalability, and don’t mind 
the lacking support, data 
protection and enterprise 
application compatibility.

CONCLUSION:

If you need any help deciding which storage solution is right for you or you have any 
further questions, give us a call at 734.408.0200. We’d be happy to help.
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CONCLUSION:

CTC Technologies, Inc. is a US-based information technology solutions provider 

offering a wide range of IT expertise focused on network security, application 

delivery and IT infrastructure. Our goal is to provide industry leading IT solutions 

to help your organization improve network performance, mitigate risk and  

operate efficiently.


